A great indoor rower
at a lower price point.

AWESOME POWER AND OUR
SMALLEST FOOTPRINT
The Neptune Challenge is an uncompromised
value – NOW priced lower than most water
based rowers on the market. The Neptune
Challenge may be the smallest in our line of
world class rowers, but it is mighty in stature
and performance. You simply cannot find an
equal to the Neptune Challenge in this class
of water or air rowers. Designed from bow to
stern to meet the standards built into every
First Degree rower, the Neptune Challenge
packs amazingly powerful resistance – normally
found only in commercial health club quality
rowing machines, such as our Evolution Series.
We call it Practice Perfect.

Our entry level rower now outperforms most
competitors’ highest performance rowers.

www.firstdegreefitness.com

FEATURES and BENEFITS
• Variable water resistance: Adjusting the volume from 9 to 17 liters
delivers a huge range suitable for any fitness level.
• Our latest hyper-drive linkage will challenge the strongest of rowers.
• Applies fluid resistance technology: Water – nature’s perfect resistance.
• No dead spots. Our triple bladed impeller system offers instant catch. The
pull is strong and consistent through the complete rowing stroke. Other
rowers offer little to no resistance at the beginning or end of a stroke.

THE NEPTUNE CHALLENGE

–
designed and engineered by professional rowers
and craftsmen using only the highest quality
components – ensures complete satisfaction
in function, performance and reliability. The
Neptune Challenge also delivers the truest
emulation of the sensation, sight and sound of
real on-water rowing in your own home.
Indoor rowing has grown as a preferred workout
method, as it offers the best low impact, whole
body workout, high cardio and calorie burn. With
most people seeking a fitness regimen that
sustains their interest and a fun, engaging experience, you will delight in how our rowers deliver.
The Neptune Challenge will entice and challenge
every member of the family from beginner level
all the way up to the avid rowing enthusiast.

• Super comfortable seat running on precision bearings and rollers for
absolute smoothness.
• Highest quality anodized aluminum seat rail for smoothness, appearance,
strength and durability.
• Simplified assembly and virtually maintenance free enriches the overall
customer experience.
• Delron seat wheels with precision bearings and custom extruded,
anodized seat rail deliver smoothest seat action of any rower.
• Performance monitor: Program for time, stroke count and tempo signal.
Display strokes per minute, calories.
• Tank: Tough polycarbonate shell and triple-bladed stainless steel impeller.
• General specifications: Length – 1975mm (77.8”), width – 530mm (20.9”),
height – 510mm (20.1”).
• International warranty: Frame – 5 years, tank and seals – 2 years,
non-wearing components – 2 years, all others – 1 year.

